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March 27, 1984

Dr. Thomas D. Nicholson  
Director  
American Museum of  
Natural History  
Central Park West, at  
79th Street  
New York, New York 10024

Dear Dr. Nicholson:

The testimony which you so thoughtfully presented to  
the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities last  
November is finally available in printed form. I am sending  
along a copy for you with my thanks and appreciation.

What with a heavy legislative schedule and a busy  
political calendar for the remainder of this year, it  
is unlikely that the Endowment's reauthorization will  
begin until early next year. But as we develop the issues  
of concern to institutions like yours, I hope I can continue  
to count on your thoughts and guidance.

With warm regards,

Ever sincerely,

Claiborne Pell
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